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ABSTRACT 
After some notes on the high levels of the design earthquakes 
adopted for PEC and the important features of this reactor 
(making it particularly sensitive to seismic excitation), 
this paper presents the fundamentals of the numerical and 
experimental studies that were carried out by ENEA in 
co-operation with ANSALDO, ISWES and AGIP for the PEC seismic 
verification. Hore precisely, the paper focuses on the 
wide-ranging research and development programme that has been 
performed (and recently completed) on the reactor building, 
the reactor-block, the main vessel, the core and the shutdown 
system- The needs of these detailed studies are stressed and 
the feed-backs on the PEC design, necessary to satisfied the 
seismic safety requirements, are recalled. The general 
validity of the analyses in the framework of the research and 
development activities for fast reactors is also pointed out. 
Some notes on piping studies and LMFBR component analysis 
performed in Italy are also contained: in this framework, 
seismic tests performed on a SPX-1 primary pump shaft in the 
CPV-i test rig at the ENEA Center of Brasimone are recalled 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The design of fast reactors may be strongly influenced by 
seismic conditions. In fact, the presence of rather flexible 
structures and non-negligible clearances (due to the 
necessity of minimizing the effects of thermal conditions) 
may lead to considerable amplifications of the seismic motion 
of safety-related structures and components. 
For thermal reactors an adequate definition of the reference 
earthquakes and the correct use of existing design criteria 
and methods is generally sufficient to verify whether the 
structural and operational seismic safety requirements are 
satisfied. On the contrary, for fast reactors, detailed 
numerical and experimental studies are also necessary for 
those components to which the usual methods are not directly 
applicable- In particular, the experimental analyses must be 
performed to qualify the complicated numerical methods, "ad 
hoc" developed for fast reactors, and to provide the data 
necessary to apply these methods to the design. 

For these reasons and because of the quite severe design 
earthquakes adopted, the greatest care has been devoted by 
the Italian National Commission for Atomic and Alternative 
Energy Sources (ENEA), in co-operation with ANSALDO and 
ISMES, to the seismic verification of the Italian PEC fast 
reactor- PEC ("Prova Elementi di Combustibile",i-e. Fuel 
Assembly Test Facility) is an experimental semi-integrated 
loop-type reactor, whose construction is nearing completion 
at the ENEA Center of Brasimone, in the Apper .ines between 
Bologna and Florence (see fig- 1>-
Particular attention has obviously been paid to the 
behavioural modes of the reactor-block, and especially those 
of the core and the shutdown system, which largely affect the 
reactor safety in an earthquake. More precisely, 
sophisticated numerical techniques have been developed and 
applied to the design verification. The most relevant among 
these techniques is that allowing the core response to the 
horizontal earthquake components to be correctly evaluated, 
taking into account the non-linear core behaviour due to 
shocks among elements, the fluid-structure coupling and the 
large effects of the vessel-core dynamic interaction that 
exists in the case of PEC ( the horizontal earthquake 
components are those which may entail the most severe 
consequences on the PEC structural integrity, see, for 
instance, Cicognani and Martelli C13). 

Furthermore, a wide-ranging and complicated experimental 
programme has been carried out. This programme concerned 
shaking table tests on prototype core elements and simplified 
core element groups in full scale, on-site tests on the main 
vessel and experiments on a mock-up of the shutdown system in 



full scale with simultaneous excitations at four different 
axial levels. 
Finally, due to the fact that the PEC reactor-block, dynamic 
response was found to be very sensitive to the frequency 
content of the input seismic excitation, a detailed numerical 
and on-site experimental analysis of the reactor building has 
been performed. The aim was to check the design calculations 
( performed with a lumped-mass model ) and to evaluate safety 
margins present in these calculations. This study also made 
it possible to optimize the seismic monitoring system 
foreseen for PEC beside the automatic seismic safety system 
(see Masoni et al. C23). 

All the above-mentioned studies have been completed: thus, 
their fundamentals can now be summarized (previous papers, 
such as those of Cicognani and Kartelli C13 and Kartelli et 
al- C3.43, only presented partial results, since the analyses 
were still in progress at the time of such papers). 
To this aim, the main features and conclusions of the studies 
are reported in this work, after some remarks on the 
requirements to be satisfied by the PEC reactor-block 
components in an earthquake, a brief description of the 
relevant plant features and some notes on the parameters of 
interest for design verification. The consequences of the 
seismic studies on the design are also stressed (more details 
on the main items are provided in separate papers).Some notes 
on studies performed in Italy for fast reactor piping and 
component analysis are also reported. 

2. DESIGN EARTHQUAKES, SEISMIC SAFETY AND OPERATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

As for thermal reactors and according to the philosophy also 
generally adopted for fast reactors, two reference 
earthquakes have been defined for PEC: 
- the earthquake TSS ("Terremoto di Sicuro Spegnimento"), 
corresponding to the American SSE (Safe-Shutdown Earthquake) 
and 
- the earthquake 1/2 TSS. 
Earthquake TSS is characterized for PEC by Housner design 
spectra with a maximum ground acceleration of 0.3 g in the 
two horizontal directions and 0.2 g in the vertical 
direction. During and after this earthquake it must be 
possible to shut down the reactor and to cool it so as to 
keep it in a safe shutdown condition. This earthquake may not 
entail any significant release of radioactivity outside the 
plant. 



Earthquake 1/2 TSS represents the normally acceptable 
earthquake, taking into account economical aspects- This 
earthquake (characterized for PEC by design spectra with 
halved amplitudes with respect to those of TSS) should be 
withstood by the plant without any significant damage 
(damages may be tolerated only on components that can be 
inspected and easily repaired). 
The PEC reactor must be capable of withstanding one TSS and 
as far as components remaining in the reactor during its 
whole life, five 1/2 TSS-
It is worth citing that the seismic conditions adopted for 
PEC are the most severe among those used for fast reactors in 
Europe- Furthermore, PEC is the reactor in Europe that has in 
general the most stringent design rules (Cicognani and 
Martelli C13). 
With regard to the PEC core and shutdown system, the adopted 
safety philosophy implies that the following requirements 
have to be satisfied for the horizontal earthquake 
components, up to TSS : 

the rapid automatic insertion (during and after the 
earthquake) of a number of control rods sufficient to 
shutdown the reactor has to be guaranteed ; 
- deformations or ruptures of core element spikes and shrouds 
which may hinder fuel assembly cooling, have to be avoided ; 
- fuel element compaction has to be limited, in order to 
avoid dangerous neutronic-seismic interaction effects. 
Furthermore, the core elements and the shutdown system 
components should not be damaged by an earthquake 1/2 TSS 
or at least, their replacement must be guaranteed (control 
rods must operate normally up to 1/2 TSS). Finally, the 
absolute integrity of core elements and control rods has to 
be guaranteed in the case of earthquake level?, lower than 
that entailing the reactor automatic scram (1/4 TSS, see 
Masoni et al. C2J)-

3. MAIN PLANT FEATURES 
As mentioned, PEC is a semi-integrated loop-type fast 
reactor. It is characterized by a power of about 120 MWth-
Its main feature is the in-pile study and development of fast 
reactor fuel. 
To meet this requirement, a test loop has been provided at 
the centre of the core and the main vessel. The test loop has 
its own cooling circuit and is hydraulically and thermally 
insulated from the driver zone. The driver zone consists of 
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groups of seven elements forced together at the contacting 
pads- The main vessel also contains the neutronic and thermal 
shields which surround the core-
The PEC reactor building (fig. 2), having a height of about 
28 m and a diameter of about 23 m, is housed in a steel 
cylindrical container, which rests on a reinforced concrete 
foundation raft- Heavy concrete solid blocks were 
subsequently poured inside the container up to above half 
container height. Thus, the building structure supporting 
components is rather massive. It is worth noting that the 
reactor building is not axisymmetric 
The reactor vessel (fig. 3) is located at about 12 m above 
the building base. It is supported by a relatively flexible 
structure, consisting of nine beams: this is rather 
deformable to minimize the consequences of a core disruptive 
accident. The vessel is about 10.5 m long, from its 
supporting structure, with an inner diameter of about 3.1 m-
It has a double wall, with inner and outer wall thicknesses 
of 30 mm and 25 mm, respectively. Inert gas is present in the 
interspace. 

The core diagrid is located at a distance of about 7.6 m from 
vessel supporting structure. The core has an outer diameter 
of about 2-5 m and an overall element height of 3m. The 
diameter of the most internal shield surrounding the core is 
2.75 m. 
622 elements of different types are present in the core most 
probable geometry: the core inner part consists of 78 fuel 
elements of central- and forced-types, 11 control-rod 
guide-tube elements and 37 forced-type reflecting elements, 
constituting the previously mentioned groups of seven 
elements; 162 normal-type reflecting elements, 260 neutron 
shield elements and 74 fuel element decay positions 
constitute the core outer part. 

The fuel elements surround the test channel, that occupies 
when it is inserted - the seven most internal diagrid 
positions. Th3 core element shrouds are hexagonal, 
flat-to-flat distance is 82.6 mm in cold conditions. Only the 
neutron shielding elements have a cylindrical form (outer 
diameter =82.8 mm). 

Two levels of pads are fitted to core elements. The original 
design was characterized by a single set of pads at 1440 mm 
above element base (i.e. close to element midplane), but a 
second set of pads had later to be attached at 2558 mm from 
element base, above the active zone. The purpose was to 
reduce internal core clearances, and thus, element seismic 
relative motions, to very small (although non-zero) values: 
in fact, this avoids dangerous neutronic-seismic interaction 
effects (Cecchini et al. C5] and Artioli et al. C63). The 



core inner elements are forced together in groups of seven at 
the lower pads, in the beginning-of-1ife core conditions 
(static contacts may also arise at the upper pads, during 
core life). 
The control rod absorbers are inserted into guide tubes, 
fixed to the main vessel plug through the control rod drive 
mechanism in the upper part, and enter guide elements located 
in the core in the lower part. The guide tubes traverse the 
core hold-down system, from which they are separated by small 
gaps (fig- 4). 
A core-restraint ring had to be inserted in the vessel at the 
core element upper pad level, in order to limit core seismic 
motion and thus, to allow scram to be guaranteed in an 
earthquake (Cicognani and Martelli C1J): the clearance 
between this ring and the core is small (about 9 mm) but not 
zero for core element handling reasons (fig- 3)-

4. IMPORTANT REACTOR FEATURES FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
In the loop-type reactors such as PEC, the presence of long 
suspended vessels might lead to large seismic amplifications 
at the core supporting diagrid and the piping connections 
(fig. 3): this is especially the case (as for PEC) of a 
rather deformable vessel supporting structure. Moreover, the 
large reactor-block mass associated with the core causes 
large vessel-core mechanical interactions, and the relatively 
short distance between the core outer border and the 
surrounding structures (the neutronic shields in the PEC 
case) leads to strong fluid-structure coupling : these 
effects highly complicate the analysis. 

As far as the core is concerned, the free-standing concept 
usually adopted for fast reactors might generally lead to 
rather large element seismic motions in the case of a severe 
excitation of the supporting diagrid. In this case, it is 
necessary to accurately verify whether the element integrity 
and the shutdown feasibility requirements are satisfied: as 
previously mentioned, a core-restraint ring was found to be 
necessary in the PEC case to limit core seismic response-

Moreover, and especially in the presence of a core-restraint, 
the neutronic-seismic interaction effects have to be 
carefully evaluated : this implies a suitable design of core 
element pads, whose thickness, however, must be compatible 
with element handling problems (we have already mentioned 
that a second set of pads had to be attached to all the PEC 
core elements at the restraint ring level). 



5. MAIN PARAMETERS OF INTEREST 
According to the PEC reactor features described in the 
previous paragraphs, it was obviously necessary to correctly 
determine the following parameters, in order to demonstrate 
that the seismic safety and operational requirements 
concerning the core are satisfied : 
- the seismic motion of the vessel supporting structure; 
- the seismic motions of the core diagrid and the main vessel 
rotating plug (to which the test channel is also connected); 
- the time-histories of the core element displacements and 
reaction loads, together with the shock force values acting 
on the various elements and the restraint ring (these are the 
data necessary to calculate the earthquake neutronic and 
thermal effects, to perform the experimental tests for the 
structural and functional verification of the shutdown system 
and the core element spikes and shrouds, and to analyse the 
main vessel dynamic response, see Artioli et al- C63, Haresca 
et al. Z71 , Neri et al- C83 and Martelli et al. C91); 

- the dynamic response of the shutdown system. 
All the above-mentioned parameters were determined for both 
TSS and 1/2 TSS. The seismic motion of the vessel supporting 
structure was calculated in the framework of the reactor 
building design analysis and checked through the detailed 
studies summarized in Par. 6; those of the core diagrid and 
the vessel plug were assessed by calibrating the numerical 
design methods on the basis of the results of the analyses 
mentioned in Par- 7. The procedures used to estimate core and 
core element response are outlined in Pars. 8 and 9. Those 
adopted to evaluate shutdown system response are shortly 
recalled in Par. 10, and finally, some notes on piping and 
component analysis are contained in Pars. 11 and 12 and 
App.1 -

6. REACTOR BUILDING ANALYSIS 
A very detailed numerical and experimental study was 
performed by ISMES, on behalf of ENEA, on the PEC reactor 
building (Wuzzi et al. C103). This study was carried out to 
confirm adequacy of the design calculations, in which 
simplified methods had been used. It consisted in on-site 
tests and 3D numerical analysis-
More precisely, the study aimed at evaluating safety margins 
in the design analysis, accurately taking into account 
soil-structure interaction. On-site tests started in 1983 and 
ended in 1985, after completion of the reactor building. 



The 1983 and 1984 tests were carried out by exciting the 
reactor building by a two-eccentric back-rot»ting mass 
mechanical vibrator, located inside the reactor building in 
various positions and directions (fig.5>- Furthermore, 
vibrations generated by two explosions of 300 kg TNT at about 
2 km from the reactor and a depth of 60 m were recorded and 
processed in March 1985- Finally, a very detailed series of 
tests was performed in November 1985 by use of the mechanical 
vibrator, together with experiments in which the reactor 
building base was directly excited by means of hydraulic 
actuators (flat jacks) located between the reactor building 
foundations and those of adjacent fuel element handling 
building (fig.6). 

The analysis of the experimental results allowed the 
vibrational parameters of the reactor building to be 
determir.ee. in detail, together with the main values of the 
other buildings- Among other results, the values obtained in 
the design analysis were confirmed. 
On the basis of the experimental results, the 3D numerical 
model, taking into account the measured soi1-structure 
interaction effects, was validated (fig-7). 
The calculations using such numerical model were completed in 
1986- Their results allowed the safety margins in the design 
analysis to be quantified (as desired), in terms of 
amplifications of the seismic motion at the supporting floors 
of the safety-related components (fig-8). These results also 
provided data necessary for the optimization of the PEC 
seismic monitoring system (Masoni et al - C23). 

The details of the above-mentioned study were presented at 
the ENEA/ISHES/ENS Specialist Meeting on On-Site Experimental 
Verification of the Seismic Behaviour of Nuclear Reactor 
Structures and Components, held in Bologna and Brasimone on 
Hay 4-7, 1987. 

7. REACTOR-BLOCK ANALYSIS 
A very detailed study was performed to account for the 
effects of vessel-core mechanical coupling. These effects 
resulted to be particularly strong in the case of PEC, due to 
both long vessel shape and considerable flexibility of vessel 
supporting structure (fig-3). To this aim, it was necessary 
to set up an iterative procedure between the linear whole 
reactor-block runs and the non-linear core calculations. The 
vessel-core interactions due to sodium presence were also 
evaluated. Some more details on these studies are presented 
to this meeting by Maresca et al. C113 and Kartelli at al. 
C123. 

http://determir.ee


Furthermore, on-site dynamic tests were carried out by ISHES, 
on behalf of ENEA, on the mounted main vessel in 1983. The 
excitation was provided by the mechanical vibrator mentioned 
in Par-6, that was located both inside the vessel (at core 
diagrid level, see fig.9) and at the working area level (i.e. 
about 2 m above vessel supporting floor): the processing of 
the test recordings allowed the stiffness parameters of the 
vessel supporting structure to be determined (fig.10) and the 
adequacy of the values used in the design to be verified (an 
accurate estimate of these parameters is essential for a 
reliable estimate of the whole reactor-block response). These 
tests are presented to this meeting in the paper of Zola et 
al. C13]-

Finally, refined numerical analysis of the reactor-block 
where performed by use of f.e. method: this enabled the 
simplified lumped-mass schematization of the design 
calculations to be suitably corrected. The refined vessel 
numerical model was found to be in excellent agreement with 
the results of the above-mentioned on-site tests (see again 
Zola et al- C133)-

8. CORE ANALYSIS 
For the core analysis the 1D computer program COBALIE was 
jointly developed by ENEA and CEA. This program makes use of 
a non-linear model to account for the effects of shocks among 
elements. It was applied to both PEC and SPX-1 design. 
Furthermore, calculations with the 2D code CLASH, developed 
by Belgonucleaire, are also being performed for PEC at ENEA, 
in order to quantify safety margins in the design 
calculations, taking into account both the two-directional 
nature of the excitation and the two-dimensional nature of 
the core response (anyway, the conservatism of the design 
approach has already been demonstrated). 

CORALIE validation work has been performed by ENEA, on the 
basis of the results of experimental tests performed by ISMES 
(fig.11). The Italian tests, that are complementary to those 
of CEA, concerned simplified mock-ups and prototypes of the 
different element types that are present in the PEC core, for 
both the original and the final, modified, design solutions. 

Tests were performed in air and water (simulating sodium) 
with excitations increasing up to above TSS. Single prototype 
elements, couples and a group of three fuel elements, were 
tested. Groups of seven and mineteen semplified elements 
reproducing real core parts were analysed- Experiments with 
simulation of the PEC core-restraint ring and direct 
measurement of shock forces were carried out (figs- 12-14). 
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ENEA, together with Belgonucleaire and NNC is also working at 
the validation of CLASH, by use of comparisons with both 
CORALIE results and experimental data. 
Furthermore, methodologies for the definition of the linear 
core models (that are applied to the whole reactor-block 
linear analysis) have been developed by ENEA. A very conser
vative approach to evaluate neutronic and thermal effects of 
the earthquake has been defined (it refers, in the case of 
TSS, to the maximum geometrically possible static compaction 
of fuel elements in t'.ie most severe fanning-out conditions 
during core life)- Detailed uncertainty analyses have been 
carried out for PEC evaluate the effects of both the validity 
limits of the 1D analysis of CORALIE and those of the various 
assumptions and the values of the various parameters of the 
calculations. 

With regard to the PEC test channel, its dynamic behaviour 
has been determined on the basis of a very detailed numerical 
model. Dynamic test similar to those performed for core 
elements were not necessary, due to the fact that the channel 
motion is imposed by that of the core-
Flore details on the numerical and experimental studies 
performed for the PEC core are presented to this meeting by 
Martelli et al- C123- Furthermore, some remarks on the 
neutronic and thermal stability verification studies are 
provided by Cecchini et al. C14D. 

9. CORE ELEMENT VERIFICATIONS 
On the basis of the seismic loads (displacements and shock 
forces) determined in the PEC core analysis, a wide-ranging 
experimental and numerical study was performed by ENEA and 
AGIP for the structural and functional verification of the 
various core element types (spike and shrouds at pad levels)-
The experimental tests allowed the design requirements to be 
positively verified, taking into account operating temperatu
re conditions. They also provided the shock stiffness 
parameter values for the CORALIE design runs. Similar tests 
are foreseen for the test channel. Details on the study are 
presented to this meeting by Cecchini and Neri C153-

10. SHUTDOWN SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Experimental tests on a full-scale mock-up of the PEC 
shutdown system were performed by ISMES on behalf of ANSALDO 
and in co-operation with ENEA (fig.15). Tests were carried 
out in air and water by applying simultaneous horizontal 
excitations to the system at four different axial levels 
(rotating plug, hold-down system, core element upper pads and 
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dagrid, see fig.4). The number of tests was even larger than 
that required by the already severe standards adopted (five 
1/2 TSS and one TSS, see Par-2)-
On the basis of the experimental results, a non-linear 
numerical model was implemented in the ANSYS code. By use of 
this model and on the basis of the exp« imental results 
< fig. 17), the correct system behaviour in a.i earthquake was 
verified (calculations allowed to account for the actual 
operating conditions, which could not be simulated in the 
experiments)-
Details on this study are presented to this meeting by 
Bonacina et al- C163-

11. PIPING ANALYSIS 
The seismic analysis of the main PEC reactor piping system 
were performed by use of the SAP IV computer code, applying 
modal analysis and adopting - when necessary - the spectra 
enveloping those corresponding to the various supporting 
floors. In the case of primary piping, the whole integrated 
system consisting in the primary loop, the main vessel and 
the piping supporting steel structure was also analysed by 
means of the PAS computer program of ANSALDO (see Leo and 
Hazzoli C17,183). This allowed the adequacy of the 
methodology adopted in the design to be positively verified 
(this methodology consists in the separate design analysis 
for the piping and its supporting steel structure). About the 
PAS program, we note that this enables static and 
response-spectrum analyses to be performed by use of 
substructuration method (for the PEC primary system eleven 
substructures were difined). 

12. COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
Seismic analysis methods adopted for the PEC main components 
were mainly based on the state-of-the-art rules as defined in 
the U.S. regulations like the NRC Regulatory Guides and SRP. 
Therefore, only some notes are provided in App1- However, as 
far as fluid-structure interaction effects are concerned, it 
is worth mentioning that diagonal added mass matrices have 
usually been used in the design analysis (due to component 
wall high stiffness values), but the design calculations of 
the most important components (such as the main vessel) have 
later been checked by means of the NOVATOME computer program 
NOVAX, that also enabled the non-diagonal fluid-structure 
interaction effects to be correctly taken into account. 

About LHFBR component seismic analysis, the main R&D work in 
Italy concerned tests in sodium performed by ISKES on behalf 
of ENEA and CEA on a SPX-1 primary pump shaft. These tests, 



carried out in the CPV-1 test rig at the ENEA Center of 
Brasimone, enabled both the pump shaft to be positively 
verified and the CPV-l test rig to be qualified for seismic 
tests of LMFBR components and systems in sodium- Some details 
on the tests are presented to this meeting by Contardi et al-
C193. 

13. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The main features and conclusions of the research and 
development studies carried out in the framework of the 
seismic verification of the Italian PEC fast reactor have 
been presented. The adequacy of the CPV-1 test rig of the 
ENEA Center of Brasimone, for seismic tests in sodium on 
LMFBR components and systems, has also been pointed out. 
Concerning feed-backs on the PEC design due to seismic 
conditions, it is important to note that the introduction of 
the core-restraint ring above the element active zone (i.e. 
not far from element top), together with the second set of 
pads attached to all the core elements at the restraint axial 
level, guarantees the reactor automatic scram and prevents 
excessive reactivity insertion in an earthquake- Furthermore, 
the modified spike design improved element structural 
behaviour in an earthquake, beside simplifying element 
handling-

It is also worth stressing that all the studies performed are 
of general interest for the fast reactor seismic analysis, as 
pointed out by Dostal et al- C203: in fact,they substantially 
contributed to code validation, development of methodologies 
and better understanding of the behavioural modes of the 
safety - related structures, components and systems of fast 
reactors in an earthquake. 
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Fig.l View of PEC at the tine of 
che nost recent on-site cescs of 
Che reactor building (Decenber 
1985). 
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Fig.2 Sketch of the PEC reactor 
building, with che nechanical 
vibrator positions and excita
tion directions (A-H) in the 
nost recent on-site tests 
(Decenber 1985), as we11 as sone 
neasuring positions. 
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Fig.3 Sketch of the PEC main 
vessel (without the test channel 
and the shutdown system)-
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Fig.5 View of the mechanical, 
vibrator in position during the 
on-site tests (case of excitati
on in the vertical direction). 
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Fiq.4 Sketch of the PEC shutdown 
system mock-up used in the 
seismic experiments, indicating 
the four axial levels at which 
simultaneous excitation was ap
plied to the system (dimensions 
in m) • 

Fig.6 View of the hydraulic 
actuators (flat jacks) inserted 
between the reactor building 
foundations and those of the 
fuel element handling building 
during the most recent on-site 
tests (December 1985). 
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Fig*7 Comparison between measu
red and calculated natural 
frequencies and modal shapes of 
the PEC reactor building after 
construction completion, in the 
various directions. 

Fig.8 TSS horizontal response 
spectra at the floor of the 
vessel supporting structure: 
comparison among the values 
directly determined on the basis 
of the experimental results, 
those computed in the design 
analysis and those determined by 
use of the 3-D numerical model 
(damping ratio - 0.04) 

As Design analysis 
0.15) 

B= 3-D analysis 
C= "Experimental" 
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Fig.9 View of the mechanical 
vibrator located at the core 
diagrid level during the on-site 
tests of the PEC main vessel. 

Fig.10 Horizontal translation 
and rocking stiffnesses of the 
PEC main vessel supporting 
structure versus frequency, 
evaluated on the basis of the 
vessel on-site tost results. 
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Fig.13 View of the simplified 
PEC core element tnock-up of fig. 
19 in the presence of the two 
plates simulating the PEC 
core-restraint ring. 

Fig.31 Tests on the group of 
nineteen simplified PEC fuel and 
reflecting elements: comparisons 
between maximum and effective 
(root-mean-square) displacements 
at element top. 
a = tests in air at various 

seismic excitations in the 
presence of the restraint 
plates ( response of the 
group central element); 

b = test in water at the maxi
mum seismic excitation le
vel without restraint ring 
simulation-

Fig. 12 View of the mock-up used 
in the shaking table tests 
performed to analyse shock 
phenomena for the PEC core 
elements. 

Fig. 14, View of a mock-up consi
sting of a couple of prototype 
PEC core elements used in the 
shaking table tests performed in 
water (neutron shield and 
reflecting elements). 
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Fig.15 View of the mock-up 
the PEC shutdown system used 
the seismic tests. 

of Fig. 16 Seismic analysis of the 
in PEC shutdown system: comparison 

between the computed and the 
measured strain time-histories 
of the control-rod guide-element 
spike in the case of TSS-
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APPENDIX 1 

GENERAL RULES FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF MAIN PEC COMPONENTS 

1. EARTHQUAKE INPUT 

1.1 Design ground response spectrum 

The horizontal component ground design response spectrum of 
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake for the PEC plant is characterized 
by a maximum acceleration of 0.3 g and by a frequency content 
according to Housner. 

The vertical component ground design response spectrum is 
obtained scaling by 2/3 the accelerations of the horizontal one. 

2. METHODS OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF MAIN COMPONENTS 

2.1 Introduction 

Seismic analysis of PEC components is mainly based en the 
state of the art rules sucn as the rJS NRC regulations. 
Therefore only a brief rewiew will be given in the following 
paragraphs. 

2.2 Spectrum consistent time histories 

Floor (in structure) response spectra and response of non 
linear structures (such as fuel elements or C.R.D.M.) are 
evaluated performing a time history analysis. 

The approach followed to develop the artificial time history 
was to modify a real earthquake record by means of spectral 
rising and suppressing techniques (Tsai,1972;Rizzo,1973). 

The matching criterium follows the USNRC SRP 3.7.1 with a 
frequency points spacing of about 4% (132 values between 0.2 and 
35 Hz).As it was not possible to match the PEC design spectra 
for all damping values of interest ( 2-10 %) the derived TH 
(corresponding to the 2% design spectrum ) has been amplified by 
a suitable factor. 

One horizontal and one vertical TH has been generated; the 
second horizontal component has been derived by a time shifting 
of the derived one in order to get a correlation coefficient of 
less than 0.16 (Chen,1975). 
The TH duration was set at 30 sec . 
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2.3 Derivation of floor spectra 

Decoupling between building and equipments has been accepted 
on the basis of SRP 3.7.2 criteria.Floor accelerations have been 
derived on :ne basis of a 3D building model subjected to 
simultaneous acceleration TH's in three orthogonal directions. 

Spectral accelerations are evaluated for a set of 
frequencies such that eacn frequency is within 10% of the 
previous one. Furthermore also building frequencies and main 
components frequencies are added to che set. 

Broadening of the spectra peaks has been performed assuming 
a costant value of 15%. Only for the purpouse of evaluating the 
conservativism produced by the use of the broadened spectrum the 
so called "floating peak spectrum" method has been sometimes 
used. 

2.4 Modal superposition in RSA of equipments 

Peak modal values are combined to obtain the overall 
response following tne RG 1.92 10% method. Also the C.Q.C. 
method has beensome times used. 

Significant modes are those whose frequency values are below 
the cutoff frequency of the floor spectrum .The rigid part of 
the response (missing masses effect) is evaluated (e.g. 
Powell,1379) and tr.en added by absolute sum zo the contribution 
of other modes. 

Multiple support input response spectra are usually taken 
into account by means of enveloping procedures.When this 
procedure results in overconservativism a true multiple support 
response spectrum analysis is performed; in this case the modal 
amplitude for each mode is first evaluated combining the 
contribution of each support movement according to the following 
rule: 

-algebric summation for support movement in phase 
-absolute summation for support movement out of phase 
-SRSS for uncorrelated support movement 

The overall effect is then obtained combining the 
contribution of each mode (including the missing mass effect) 
with the same rules as for single support motion. 

To evaluate the non inertial effect of the support 
displacements the influence of each support is first 
evaluated.The overall effect is then obtained combining the 
contribution of each support as already said. The displacement 
of the support can be evaluated dividing the ZPA of the floor 
spectrum by the circular frequency at the maximum spectral 
acceleration. 
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3 . DAMPING 

3.1 Structural damping 

Structural damping values used generally conform to those of 
RG 1.51. Higher values have been sometimes used mainly to show 
conservativism of official calculations. Piping analysis has 
sometimes been performed according to damping values conforming 
to ASME CC N 411. 

3.2 Composite modal damping 

Composite structures modal damping values are evaluated 
according tc SRP 3.7.2. rules. The building analysis is 
performed with composite modal damping values evaluated using a 
frequency dependent value for the soil radiation damping ( 
Roesset ,Whitman and Dobry, ASCE JSD vol 99). 

4.COMBINATION OF SEISMIC STRESSES WITH STRESSES DUE TO 
OPERATIONAL LOADS 

4.1 Dynamic loads 

Pec components design specifications do not consider 
significant dynamic leads to be combined with seismic loads 
trie absolute sum rule is therefore applied "o maximum values of 
loads effects. 

4.2 Thermal loads 

The evaluation of strain and fatigue for components at 
temperature in the creep range is performed according to the 
ASME C.C. N 47. 

This code does not clearly define rules to be applied in 
case of significant seismic stresses for the evaluation of the 
totai ratchetting creep strain. The procedure followed for the 
Pec component design can be summarized as follows: 

-evaluate the primary stress parameter X due to non seismic 
loads 

-evaluate the same parameter, XI, for the seismic load 

-for (X,Y) in regimes E or SI and (X+X1,Y) in regimes SI 
the effective stress parameter is 

Z=l>Y-Xl-2*((l-X-Xl)*Y)»*l/2 

-for (X,Y) in regimes P or S2 and (X+X1,Y) in regimes S1,S2 
or P: 

Z=l+Y-Xl-((H-Y-X*Y)**2-4*Xl»Y)**l/2 

A similar procedure is followed by Japanese designers 
(Nagata,1985) 


